Attachment 1
October 20, 2006
Mr. Isaac Choy
Chair, State of Hawaii Tax Review Commission
P.O. Box 259
Honolulu, HI 96809
Thank you for giving representatives from industry this opportunity to share our thoughts and provide input for your
report on the Act 221/215 Investment Tax Credit. As advocates for Hawaii’s burgeoning technology industry, we
recognize our fiscal responsibility and fully agree on the need to effectively track and evaluate this incentive.
However, based on the information presented by professors Marcia Sakai and Bruce Bird in their draft study,
“Measuring the Costs and Benefits of Hawaii’s Qualified High Technology Business (QHTB) Investment Tax Credit
under Act 221 and Act 215”, we believe it is unrealistic and premature to expect a meaningful and accurate
indication of effectiveness based on static model computations and only two years of questionable data.
Evaluating the effectiveness of economic development incentives is something states across the nation are struggling
with and it is not a standardized or clear-cut exercise. To reflect a true indication of the impact of the investment tax
credit and generate constructive information to guide policy makers requires careful consideration of multiple factors
including economic data, historical and regional context, and a clear understanding of the policy goals intended.
With a better understanding of the intended objectives of the incentive, benchmarks can be identified by which the
economic and fiscal data can best be evaluated.
Our greatest concern is that an incomplete study missing even these core elements will generate misleading
interpretations and create unnecessary confusion and controversy. Distortions and inaccuracies can ultimately
undermine the overall effect of the incentive and give policy makers unhelpful and possibly detrimental guidance.
We sense that there is a general misconception by some that industry does not want Act 221/215 evaluated. This is
not correct. We agree that an analysis is needed and have dutifully complied with the numerous data collection
requirements from the Tax Dept. Data from both QHTBs (Comfort Ruling Request and Form N-317) and investors
claiming the credits (Certification and N-318A) have been provided to the Tax Dept. at additional expense (Tax Dept.
fees and legal/accountant fees).
The central issue is not about a lack of data, but the two basic issues of:
• how the data is being managed, compiled, and disseminated
• how the data is being evaluated
• misreading of the policy intent behind the incentive.
The technology industry in Hawaii has experienced significant growth in a short time. The transformation is
undeniable – from the expanding angel networks, to the numerous venture capital conferences, to the everincreasing numbers of tech companies, to the growing numbers of kama’aina that were brought back home. The
environment was very different in 1999. We agree that an empirical cost-benefit analysis is needed, but by itself,
does not provide an adequate picture of effectiveness. It should begin with a clear understanding of the policy goals.
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As many of us were personally and directly involved in the development, policy discussions, analysis and
implementation of the credit over the last 7 years, we thought it might be beneficial to provide a review of the
history and policy intentions underlying this incentive. As the study focused specifically on the Investment Tax
Credit, we have limited our comments to this subject.
We hope this information is of value to your Commission members and we offer any assistance we can give. Please
feel free to contact us should you have any questions or comments.
Mahalo,

Lisa Gibson (President)
Hawaii Science & Technology Council
Ann H. Chung (Vice-President)
Hawaii Science & Technology Council
Mike Fitzgerald (President)
Enterprise Honolulu
Bill Spencer (President)
Hawaii Venture Capital Association
Rob Robinson (Convener)
UH Angels
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Act 221/215 – Investment Tax Credit
What was the INTENT behind this incentive?
Act 221/215 is the latest in a progression of legislative efforts to foster the growth of a technology industry in Hawaii.
From an initial meager form, the investment tax credit as passed in Act 221/215 was dramatically increased providing
an unprecedented incentive viewed globally as landmark legislation. Although many other states offered similar tax
incentives to encourage their technology firms to expand, Hawaii's investment tax credit was and continues to be by
far the most progressive in the nation. To fully understand the policy intent driving this considerable initiative, the
Acts that preceded it and the historical context at the time must be revisited.
Although we will be limiting our comments to the Investment Tax Credit, it is important to recognize that each Act
contained a number of initiatives intended to provide additional support to local tech companies relating to
workforce development, venture capital, improvements to state tech-related agencies, education, infrastructure,
funding, as well as other significant tax incentives such as the Research Tax Credit and exemption on Stock Options
& Royalties.
Before 1999
The 1990’s was one of the worst economic periods in Hawaii’s history. Beginning with the Persian Gulf War, the
burst of Japan's "Bubble" economy and the additional devastation of Hurricane Iniki, the State’s economic slump
continued for years. In the late 1990’s, during the height of the Dot.Com Bubble, Hawaii sluggish economy remained
flat. The decade of Brain Drain worsened with the increasing numbers of Hawaii’s brightest leaving for Dot.Com
opportunities. Historically risk-averse, Hawaii investors were accustomed to investing in real estate, established
ventures, or out-of-state. They had very little if any interest in making investments in high-risk local tech start-ups.
Frustrated local tech entrepreneurs, unable to get capital and faced with Hawaii’s high cost of business, increasingly
left Hawaii to launch start-ups elsewhere, were forced to leave Hawaii, or ultimately failed.

Act 178
1999

Act 297
2000

Technology Omnibus

New Economy

Act 221
2001
Tech Tax Amendments

Act 215
2004
Capital Investments

Act 178 (Enacted in 1999)
In 1999, policy makers recognized the economic significance of building Hawaii’s emerging technology industry and
its unmatched potential to diversify Hawaii’s economy. The then-Governor Cayetano made developing Hawaii’s
technology industry – his top economic policy goal.
The Investment Tax Credit, a common economic development incentive offered by over half of US states, was an
important element of Act 178, the “Technology Omnibus” bill, designed to support growth of Hawaii’s technology
companies. Initially created at 10%, the credit was specifically designed to incentivize local investors to put their
capital in local tech companies.
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The specific intent of the investment tax credit in Act 178 was to directly stimulate capital investments in Hawaii
technology companies. Policy makers understood that without capital, the underlying goal of building Hawaii’s
technology industry would never be realized.
“While the advantages of Hawaii's proximity to Pacific and Asian markets are a lure for technology business in
Hawaii, the costs of doing business are high. The purpose of this Part is to assist in the creation of opportunities for high
technology companies through the creation of tax credits for investing in high technology businesses and for increasing research
activities.” – Act 178

The long-term policy goal was to accelerate the growth and development of a technology industry in Hawaii in order
to diversifying the economy.
“Due to the State's current economic condition, your Committee recognizes the necessity of fostering the development of the
high technology industry in Hawaii. High technology spans a variety of fields--from cutting edge bioengineering research, to
the explosive growth of Internet commerce, to the development of advanced computer software. Because of this, high
technology promises to be the major industry of the future, fast growing and enhancing our everyday lives in more ways than
can be imagined. Your Committee's commitment to fostering high technology growth and development in this State will ensure
Hawaii's prominent role as a mecca for high technology companies and a world-renowned center for innovation and invention.
– Act 178 Conference Committee Report

In its earliest form, the investment tax credit provided:
• 10% credit
• $500,000 cap per investor per investment (includes carryover)
• QHTB Definition
o Businesses in Hawaii
o “Activities Test” - 100% Qualified Research (QR) or
o “Income Test” - 100% gross income from QR
• QR Definition
o Same as IRC 41(d) or
o computer software
o List of excluded activities identified
Act 297 (Enacted in 2000)
During the 2000 legislative session, Hawaii’s economy continued to remain flat and the Dot.Com Bubble was at its
peak. Based on industry feedback and scarce usage of the credit, policy makers realized that the credit’s current form
was not adequately meeting the desired impact and was not inducing investments in local tech companies. With Act
297, lawmakers reinforced the original intent of stimulating growth of Hawaii’s tech companies by building on the
efforts initiated in Act 178. To hasten growth and enable more companies to take advantage of the credit, lawmakers
reduced qualifying limits, added the biotech sector, and directed the credit to be “liberally construed”.
“Your Committee on Conference believes that the amendments in this bill will enable the State to strengthen its high technology
industry, and are reflective of the progress made in this area as a result of the enactment of Act 178, SLH 1999. Your Committee
finds that the package of incentives in this bill improves upon existing law.” – Act 297 Conference Committee Report
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“It is the intention of the legislature in making amendments……that the amendments be liberally construed, and in this regard,
the department of taxation is given latitude to interpret those amendments in light of current industry standards……shall not be
construed to disqualify any taxpayer who has received a favorable written determination from the department of taxation under
the original provisions of those sections as enacted by Act 178.” – Act 297

Investment Tax Credit Amendments:
• QHTB Definition
o Reduced “Activities Test” – from 100% QR to QR to more than 50% QR with added requirement that
75% of QR must be performed in Hawaii
o Reduced “Income Test” – from 100% to 75%
o Removed “performing arts” from excluded list
• QR Definition
o Improved definition of computer software (Strengthened focus to advanced technologies)
o Added Biotechnology
Act 221 (Enacted in 2001)
Adding to Hawaii’s continued economic slump, the crashing Dot.Com Bust caused policy makers to realize that for
Hawaii to have any chance to become competitive, they needed to intensify efforts, accelerate progress and drive
change. The incremental changes made to the investment tax credit in the previous 2 years had done little they
realized that ordinary improvements were not enough. To induce investors to fund high-risk local tech start-ups,
fundamentally required changing mindset and behavior. This required something bold, compelling, that would set
Hawaii apart. Something dramatic was required to grab the interest of investors and bring about the desired shift in
attitudes and behavior. Hawaii was at a fork in the road. Demonstrating courage and vision, policy makers showed
the world an unequalled commitment to technology with Act 221. Modeled after the low-income tax credit
program, the Investment Tax Credit in Act 221/215 offered an unparalleled 100% tax credit over five years to
investors in Hawaii qualified high-tech businesses.
The intent was to generate immediate excitement and interest from local investors, giving companies the jumpstart
they needed, and immediately draw global recognition to the state. Act 221’s investment tax credit was designed to
excite investors and accelerate the growth of Hawaii technology companies, as well as attract the attention of
technology companies and investors worldwide looking for expansion and investment opportunities. This in turn
would help attract investment capital, high-quality employment, and ultimately diversify the economy.
“Through Act 178, Session Laws of Hawaii (SLH) 1999, and Act 297, SLH 2000, the legislature provided a platform to encourage
the continued growth and development of high technology businesses and associated industries in Hawaii. These legislative
efforts have resulted in growing interest in Hawaii as a "New Economy" marketplace. Additional incentives must now be put in
place to set Hawaii apart as a tech-friendly place to do business for both technical and non-technical businesses.” – Act 221

Amendments to investment tax credit:
• Increased credit from 10% to 100%
• Increased cap from $500,000 to $2M
• Frontloaded (35%, 25%, 20%, 10%, 10%) over 5 years
• 10% recapture provision
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•

QR Definition Additions
o Performing arts products
o Sensor and optic technologies
o Ocean sciences
o Astronomy
o Nonfossil fuel energy-related technology

Act 215 (Enacted in 2004)
Over the 2 ½ years since the passage of Act 221, a number of events contributed to the development and passage of
Act 215 including:
• With increased access to capital provided by Act 221, local tech companies steadily expanded. As these
companies successfully completed their initial rounds of funding, their capital needs also grew. With the longterm intent of building a tech industry in Hawaii, it was clear that without access to venture capital, the positive
results of Act 221 would not be maximized. These expanding companies held the greatest potential and were at
their most critical growth stage – when the most jobs and revenues would be generated. Lawmakers recognized
that stimulating the development of local venture capital, would enable these growing tech companies to stay in
Hawaii and deliver the intended returns to the local economy of high-paying jobs and increased revenues.
•

There was a significant increase of investments in local tech companies. In 2 years, investments in Hawaii
QHTBs grew from less than $400,000 to over $145M.

•

The substantial increase in investments was a clear indication of the positive impact of the credit and directly met
legislative intent. Rather than acknowledging the long-term value of this growth realized in investments and
companies, the state administration focused on the potential and future costs of the credits. Preliminary data on
the number of credits were often misleading and heightened media and public’s concerns.

•

Changing data and unsubstantiated comments from the administration and others about misuses of the credit
perpetuated and intensified media-driven controversy surrounding Act 221.

•

The controversies surrounding Act 221 created enough uncertainty for investors adversely affecting their
attitudes and interest in investing in QHTBs. Investors grew increasingly uneasy about the credit’s stability and
were disinclined to participate in Act 221 deals. Tax Dept. data for 2003 reflects this negative effect showing a
notable decrease of $13.38M in investments in 2003. 2004 data is not available. The controversy itself negatively
affected the incentive’s success, ultimately undermining the incentive’s long-term potential.

•

The inclusion of “performing arts” under the definition of Qualified Research created an unintended
consequence. The original intent underlying the inclusion was based on a number of factors such as the
unquestionable global convergence of information technology with media/entertainment. The potential for this
industry in Hawaii was valid and real with the rapid growth of companies like SquareUSA and the incredible rise
of computer-generated gaming and entertainment products . The controversy reached its peak with the
administration’s disclosure of 3 movie productions that obtained Act 221 investment tax credits. It is interesting
to note that although these productions generated sizable total credits, the anticipated number of credits they
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will actually claim is less than 50% of the total credits as the nature of this industry is transient. After about a
year generating 35% of claimed credits, these productions will disband, triggering the recapture provision.
•

It became quickly clear that the Department of Tax needed additional expertise to adequately evaluate the
complexities of the diverse technology sectors involved and additional resources to administer the credit on a
timely basis. A significant point to acknowledge is that Act 221 did not allocate any additional funds to the Tax
Dept. when enacted. On top of all the Tax Dept.’s regular mandates, in hindsight, it was an unrealistic
expectation to require effective implementation of a new and complicated credit with rapidly growing utilization
without providing additional resources.

•

With the controversies surrounding Act 221 and the unreliable and frequently changing data, lawmakers felt an
increasing need to set up a process for data collection. Because of the confidential nature of the data, the Tax
Dept. was the only suitable department to be responsible for this data.

•

September 11, 2001

Given these events, lawmakers passed Act 215 with the intent to balance the need to properly address the
controversies while continuing to build upon the considerable momentum generated by Act 221. With the rapidly
growing numbers of tech companies and the success of companies like Hoku Scientific, Blue Lava, and STI,
lawmakers reaffirmed their commitment to realizing the vision of Hawaii’s tech industry by extending the law’s
sunset date and improving its implementation and effectiveness.
“The purpose of this bill is to continue to support the state's high technology industry.”
“Your Committee finds that the high technology business in Hawaii is growing quickly and maturing into a promising and
competitive industry. To continue growing and to ensure that these industries remain in Hawaii, new financing opportunities
must be developed and implemented.”
“Your Committee also finds that the changes to the high technology tax incentives will continue to foster the growth of these
businesses, especially the small businesses just starting out. – Act 215 Conference Committee Report
“This part improves currently available tax incentives developed for the high technology industry. Primary among these is Act
221, Session Laws of Hawaii 2001. Act 221 still contains essential incentives that continue to encourage the growth and
development of high technology businesses and associated industries.” – Act 215

Amendments to investment tax credit:
• Extended sunset date 5 years to 2010
• Added Certification process (credits are pre-certified prior to filing the actual claim and claimant data is
collected by the Tax Dept.)
• Added ability to collect administration fees for rulings/certifications
• No changes to definition of QHTB
• Changes to Qualified Research Definition
o New Computer Software
o Application of doctrines of economic substance and business purpose to credit allocation ratio*
 ≤1.5 Presumption met
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•

 >1.5 to 2 Dept. review
 >2 Substantiation required
Deletion “liberally construed” - replaced with “construed in a manner consistent with the intent of the Act”

* “The bill, as received, provided Department of Taxation (DOTAX) with guidance on how to evaluate the various claims for this
credit by using the ratio of investment to tax credit claimed as an indication of which claims met the purpose of this tax credit.
However, your Committee wants to clearly state that these ratios are only guidance and should not be used as a bright line test of
credit approval. Rather, these ratios should be considered one factor among many in the evaluation of which credits should be
allowed to be claimed.” – Act 215 Conference Committee Report
“It is the intention of the legislature in making amendments in this Part to sections 235-7.3, 235-9.5, 235-110.9, and 235-110.91,
Hawaii Revised Statutes, that the amendments be construed in a manner consistent with the intent of this Act. The department
of taxation is further given latitude to interpret those amendments in light of current industry standards. The amendments made
in this Part to sections 235-7.3, 235-9.5, 235-110.9, and 235-110.91, Hawaii Revised Statutes, shall not be construed to disqualify
any taxpayer who has received a favorable written determination from the department of taxation under the original provisions
of those sections as enacted by Act 178, Session laws of Hawaii, 1999." – Act 215

Note on Certification Process and data collection:
The intent of this provision as is established in Act 215 Conference Committee Report was: “Establishing reporting
requirements for those claiming a qualified high technology business tax credit or a research activities tax credit to provide more
public information about the use of these credits.” Actual wording from Act 215 is below:
(e) Every taxpayer, before March 31 of each year in which an investment in a qualified high technology business was made in
the previous taxable year, shall submit a written, certified statement to the director of taxation identifying:
(1) Qualified investments, if any, expended in the previous taxable year; and
(2) The amount of tax credits claimed pursuant to this section, if any, in the previous taxable year.
(f) The department shall:
(1) Maintain records of the names and addresses of the taxpayers claiming the credits under this section and the total
amount of the qualified investment costs upon which the tax credit is based;
(2) Verify the nature and amount of the qualifying investments;
(3) Total all qualifying and cumulative investments that the department certifies; and
(4) Certify the amount of the tax credit for each taxable year and cumulative amount of the tax credit.
Upon each determination made under this subsection, the department shall issue a certificate to the taxpayer verifying
information submitted to the department, including qualifying investment amounts, the credit amount certified for each taxable
year, and the cumulative amount of the tax credit during the credit period. The taxpayer shall file the certificate with the
taxpayer's tax return with the department.
The director of taxation may assess and collect a fee to offset the costs of certifying tax credits claims under this section. All fees
collected under this section shall be deposited into the tax administration special fund established under section 235-B.

This Certification Process which pre-certifies credits being claimed and collects data has caused a significant amount
of administrative problems, costs, delays, confusion and frustration, mutually shared by investors, QHTB companies,
tax professionals and Tax Department staff. Timing of data was at the heart of this provision. Pre-certification was
an attempt by lawmakers to ensure the Tax Dept. was given data about the credits being claimed 9 months prior to
the start of the next legislative session, so that lawmakers and the public would be able to consider more up-to-date
data during the session. Inserted during the rush of Conference in the last days of the 2004 session, the provision was
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included with insufficient input from the private sector. Given the unchanged lack of data as demonstrated in the
draft study in which only 2 years of reliable data is available (2001 and 2002), it does not appear that this provision
has made any improvement on the timing of data being made available.
In addition, the QHTB data collected by the Tax Dept. from tech companies about jobs, expenditures, and
investments on Form N-317 is one of, if not the most, important source of data – as it is specifically connected to the
incentive. Data from sources such as Department of Business, Economic Development and Tourism and Dept. of
Labor is problematic in that discrepancies in the categorization of jobs and types of companies do not accurately
reflect the types of jobs and companies related specifically to the investment tax credit.
CONCLUDING COMMENTS
• Industry agrees that the investment tax credit should be tracked and evaluated on its effectiveness.
• A report based on incomplete and inaccurate data, that does not fully consider the important policy intent
behind the incentive may create misleading interpretations and confusion that will undermine the effect of
the incentive.
• An accurate analysis must include:
o Collaboration between all parties: industry, policy makers, Tax Dept.
o Valid empirical data
o Established benchmarks directly related to the policy goals.
• A new system of data collection or additional legislation is not needed.
• The Tax Dept. is already collecting the key data elements needed.
• The disclosure of data being collected should be agreed upon by all parties
o Respect taxpayer confidentiality
o Appropriately aggregated or segmented
o Suitable and set time intervals (In the past, data has been disclosed when required by an outside party
or at the discretion of the Tax Dept.)
• The Tax Dept. must be provided with additional expertise and resources to effectively administer the credit.
One Last Comment on Jobs and Benchmarks
Given the policy goals detailed, there are a number of benchmarks we believe must be considered.
• Fulfilling its intent, Act 221 succeeded in changing investor attitudes and behavior – causing fundamental
changes in Hawaii’s tech environment. Compared to 2001, not only has the number of investors increased
dramatically, Hawaii now has expanding angel networks on multiple islands, more venture funds, more tech
accelerators and incubation space, and a visible increase in the community’s interest and experience investing
in Hawaii technology.
• It is also very important to consider the additional intended goals, such as increasing Hawaii’s tech visibility,
improving the state’s business image, preventing relocations thus retaining jobs, revenues, and skills, and the
expanding knowledge and indirect jobs and taxes generated by local supporting service providers to Hawaii’s
tech industry.
In evaluating Act 221 jobs, in addition to the number of jobs produced, of even greater importance is the types of jobs
created by these technology companies. In comparison to 100 hospitality jobs with an annual avg. wage that is less
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than $25,000, the same number of tech jobs with $50,000+ avg. salaries is undeniably of greater economic value. It is
also important to note that Act 221 has not only produced high-paying jobs with the skills demanded in the global
economy, but has also enabled hundreds of kama’aina to come back home – tangibly beginning to reverse Hawaii’s
“brain drain”.
In addition, when evaluating the number of technology companies, it is very important to differentiate between
QHTBs versus those companies still categorized as technology companies, but are not eligible to be QHTBs.
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Attachment 2
ACCURATE ANALYSIS ON ACT 221/215 REQUIRES PRIVATE/PUBLIC COLLABORATION
Enacted in 2001, the direct intent of Act 221 was to stimulate capital investments in Hawaii technology companies,
thereby accelerating the growth of our local tech industry. Hawaii investors, accustomed to investing in real estate,
established ventures, or out-of-state, had very little if any interest in making investments in local tech start-ups.
Frustrated tech entrepreneurs increasingly left Hawaii to launch ventures or were eventually forced to relocate to
areas with greater access to capital. With the collapse of both Japanese and Dot.Com bubbles, visionary lawmakers
recognized the long-term importance of this industry in diversifying Hawaii’s economy and creating high-paying
jobs. To induce investors to fund high-risk local tech start-ups, fundamentally required changing mindset and
behavior. To effectively achieve this required something bold, compelling and exceptional. Act 221, drew
immediate global visibility and recognition to Hawaii, with a 100% tax credit over 5 years for investors in qualified
high tech businesses in Hawaii, as well as other incentives for these tech companies.
On October 6, 2006, a draft study commissioned by the State’s Tax Review Commission was presented by Professors
Bruce Bird and Marcia Sakai. The Study, focused on the Act 221 investment tax credits, uncovered some promising
data on significant investment and job growth already being realized. For some reason, this positive data was lost in
interpretation. The way the data were interpreted, the multiple contradictions, and how the Study was conducted,
does not meet the level of accuracy and objectivity required in a responsible analysis. The professors themselves
acknowledged inaccuracies and limitations on their findings and their omission in failing to talk to the basic
participants of Act 221.
Industry members agree that a study of Act 221 should be done. Understanding its effectiveness is important to
everyone. But such a study must be accurate, objective, adequately consider both quantitative and qualitative
factors, clearly establish criteria for effectiveness, and directly address issues related to law’s intent. It should not be
based on static model analysis, inaccurate press reports, misleading hypotheticals, incorrect assumptions, and in
particular, should not mistakenly interpret data unrelated to Act 221.
•
The study contained multiple instances where the authors drew conclusions contradicting their own cited
data.
o
The cited State Tax Department data reported more than $81.8 million of Act 221 investments made in 2002.
Contradicting this primary source, the Study concluded that Act 221 has failed to increase investments in Hawaii
relying on an inaccurate mainland study that showed only $2.9 million investments in 2002 because most Hawaii
investors were not included in this mainland study.
o
The Tax Department reported over 4,000 Act 221-related jobs were created in 2002 and 2003. But the Study
concluded an overall loss in technology jobs based on data from the Department of Business, Economic Development
and Tourism (DBEDT). Unfortunately, the DBEDT data erroneously included NON-Act 221 industry sectors. A
closer analysis of DBEDT’s data showed more than a 23% INCREASE of tech jobs in qualified Act 221 sectors.
•
Due to lack of context, the authors failed to recognize and consider one of the most important benefits of Act
221. Fulfilling its intent, Act 221 succeeded in changing investor attitudes and behavior – causing fundamental
changes in Hawaii’s tech environment. Compared to 2001, not only has the number of investors increased
dramatically, Hawaii now has expanding angel networks on multiple islands, more venture funds, more tech
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accelerators and incubation space, and a visible increase in the community’s interest and experience investing in
Hawaii technology. The Study also failed to consider other benefits meeting the law’s intent, such as increasing
Hawaii’s tech visibility, improving the state’s business image, preventing relocations thus retaining jobs, revenues,
and skills, and the expanding knowledge and indirect jobs and taxes generated by local supporting service providers
to Hawaii’s tech industry.
•
One goal specifically contemplated by the Legislature for Act 221 was to attract capital from mainland,
foreign, and tax-exempt sources by permitting the allocation of credits from their investments to Hawaii taxpayers.
Act 221 has fostered these new sources of capital. The professors failed to include this obvious benefit in their
analysis.
•
In evaluating Act 221 jobs, the authors focused on the number of jobs produced, but failed to give sufficient
weight to the types of jobs being created. In comparison to 100 hospitality jobs with an annual avg. wage that is less
than $25,000, the same number of tech jobs with $50,000+ avg. salaries is undeniably of greater economic value. It is
also important to note that Act 221 has not only produced high-paying jobs with the skills demanded in the global
economy, but has also enabled hundreds of kama’aina to come back home – tangibly beginning to reverse Hawaii’s
“brain drain”
The community deserves a more comprehensive and thoughtful analysis and to achieve this requires collaboration
between private and public sectors. Industry is committed to working together on a more meaningful effort.
Lisa Gibson (President)
Hawaii Science & Technology Council
Ann H. Chung (Vice-President)
Hawaii Science & Technology Council
Mike Fitzgerald (President)
Enterprise Honolulu
Bill Spencer (President)
Hawaii Venture Capital Association
Rob Robinson (Convener)
UH Angels
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Attachment 3
EXISTING ACT 221 DATA DESERVES ACCURATE AND OBJECTIVE ANALYSIS
Enacted in 2001, the specific intent of Act 221 was to stimulate capital investments in Hawaii technology companies,
thereby accelerating growth of viable local tech industry. Substantial local capital existed - but little if any was being
invested in local tech companies. Without local capital, Hawaii entrepreneurs could not build companies or attract
outside investors. 221 was intended to stimulate both. But changing mindset and behavior would not be easy –
given recent Dot.Com and Japanese Bubble Busts. Lawmakers recognized that a bold and compelling incentive was
needed for real change. Building Hawaii’s emerging tech industry represented the most effective way to attain
economic diversification and create high-paying living-wage jobs.
Given this background, the draft study (the “Study”) by Professors Bruce Bird and Marcia Sakai presented to the
State’s Tax Review Commission on Friday, October 6, 2006 uncovered some promising data on significant investment
and job growth already realized from Act 221. For some reason, this positive data is lost in interpretation. The way
data was interpreted, the multiple contradictions it contained, and how the Study was conducted, does not meet the
level of accuracy and objectivity required in a responsible analysis. The professors themselves acknowledged
inaccuracies and limitations on the Study’s findings and their omission in failing to talk to the basic participants in
Act 221.
Industry agrees that a study of Act 221 should be done. But such a study must be accurate, objective and not based
on static model analysis, inaccurate press reports, misleading hypotheticals, incorrect assumptions, and in particular,
it should not erroneously interpret data that is not even related to Act 221.
•
The study contains multiple instances where the authors make conclusions that directly contradict their own
cited data.
o
The Hawaii State Tax Department data cited in the Study reported more than $81.8 million of Act 221
investments made in 2002. Contradicting this primary source data, the Study concludes that Act 221 has failed to
increase investments in Hawaii based on secondary data from a mainland study that inaccurately showed 2002
investments of only $2.9 million because most Hawaii investors were not included in this mainland study.
o
The Tax Department reported over 4,000 Act 221-related jobs were created in 2002 and 2003. But the Study
concludes that there was an overall loss in technology jobs based on data from the Department of Business, Economic
Development and Tourism (DBEDT) that showed job losses. Unfortunately, the DBEDT data erroneously included
NON-Act 221 industry sectors. A closer analysis of DBEDT’s data actually shows an INCREASE of more than 23% of
tech jobs in actual qualified Act 221 sectors.
•
Because the Study’s authors did not talk to many industry representatives, technology companies, or even the
Director of Taxation, the Study is devoid of any real world understanding of how Act 221 actually works. This basic
lack of context further contributes to the study’s inconsistencies and misunderstanding of Act 221/215 and Hawaii
tax law.
•
The Study uses static input-output economic models that do not account for dynamic contributions to the
economy. It ignores jobs created for independent contractors, employee leasing companies and other vendors and
service providers to high tech companies. It fails to sufficiently consider increased payroll, income, and general
excise taxes generated by not only tech companies, but also their vendors and service providers.
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•
The Study fails to account for qualitative benefits that accrue with a vibrant tech presence. Act 221 has
contributed to making Hawaii known as a tech-friendly place to do business. Never before has Hawaii experienced
so many inquiries about starting tech businesses in Hawaii. Not to mention the countless number of companies that
have chosen to remain in Hawaii versus relocating to the mainland, or that avoided insolvency from
undercapitalization.
•
One goal specifically contemplated by the Legislature for Act 221 was to attract capital from mainland,
foreign, and tax-exempt sources by permitting the allocation of credits from their investments to Hawaii taxpayers.
Act 221 has fostered these new sources of capital. The professors failed to include this obvious benefit in their
analysis.
•
The Study maintains that Hawaii does not have the infrastructure or labor expertise to keep successful tech
companies in Hawaii and that Hawaii is the most expensive State to conduct business. Act 221 has been successful in
helping to “level” the playing field by supporting home grown startups, attracting out of state investors, drawing
mainland companies to relocate to Hawaii, and enabling companies to be successful and stay in Hawaii. It is also
important to note that Act 221/215 has not only provided high-paying local jobs, but has significantly enabled
growing numbers of kama’aina to come back home – reversing the “brain drain” of the past.
A comprehensive and thoughtful analysis is needed and to achieve this requires collaboration between private and
public sectors. Industry is committed to working together on this effort.
Lisa Gibson (President)
Hawaii Science & Technology Council
Ann H. Chung (Vice-President)
Hawaii Science & Technology Council
Mike Fitzgerald (President)
Enterprise Honolulu
Bill Spencer (President)
Hawaii Venture Capital Association
Rob Robinson (Convener)
UH Angels
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Attachment 4

1. TECH INDUSTRY ALSO WANTS DATA & ANALYSIS: Industry has always asked for release of AGGREGATE
data broken down by QHTB categories. It is only the disclosure of the names of the INVESTORS that require
respect for confidentiality. AGGREGATED investor data - especially number of investors - should be provided.
2. PRIMARY SOURCE OF DATA: Tax Dept. is single source of primary data. Due to confidential nature of
taxpayer info, no one else can collect it. Tax Dept has even collected jobs created/projected data – which is more
reliable/accurate because it’s job counts ONLY from QHTBs. Reports from secondary sources of job data do not
separate QHTB jobs from other tech jobs or non-tech sectors.
3. PRIMARY SOURCE DATA EXISTS – HAS ALREADY BEEN COLLECTED BY TAX DEPT
Tax Dept. requires & has already collected detailed data on both QHTBs & Investors – via Comfort Ruling
Requests, N-317, N-318A, Certification Process (submitted under penalty of perjury & added cost)
4. GIVE THE SAME AGGREGATED DATA TO EVERYONE – AT SET TIMES: Issue is COMPILING,
AGGREGATING & REPORTING - SAME data to EVERYONE – at SAME TIME – AGREED UPON INTERVALS
• Past data issued when forced/required/at Tax Dept’s discretion.
• Past data given in pieces, in different forms, parts, measurements, names, visuals, ways
• Enormous confusion due to INCONSISTENCIES & CONTRADICTIONS between data issued at different
times (Ex. – data reported by Hon Advertiser 10/24 does not match data used for the draft study.
• Unclear which data is correct data – need standardized data given to everyone at same time.
• If limited resources – Use fees for data entry or industry assist development secure electronic collecting.
5. RELIABILITY OF ESTIMATES/PROJECTIONS: Past data contained estimates /projections causing controversy.
Occurences where projections found later inaccurate, but damage done to public/investor perceptions.
6. BENCHMARK DATA WITH POLICY GOALS: Clear benchmarks aligned with policy INTENT should be
established/agreed upon by parties involved incl. policy makers, Tax Dept., tech industry reps. Parties should
collaborate more – ex. industry assist DoTax communicating to members/collect agreed-upon non-tax data.
7. INVESTOR BENCHMARK: Intended target of behavior change was INVESTOR & more investor-related data
should be included in analysis, incl. (Amt of investments; Number/types of investors; Indicators of local
investment community change -ex. Number/Amt invested by Angel Networks, VCs, corporations, institutional;
Qualitative data on Attitudes/Changes in angels, vcs, businesses, institutional investors.
8. SERVICE PROVIDERS TO QHTBS/INVESTORS: Measure skills/experience/number of companies supporting
tech – lawyers/accountants/clinical trials/research/etc. Before Act 221, most local tech companies used mainland
firms due to lack of expertise. With increased tech, QHTBs use local or both – retaining jobs, expenditures, skills.
9. TYPE OF TECH JOB – NOT JUST NUMBER: QHTBs funded with angel/start-up funding will not produce
hundreds of jobs. In a few years, if company successfully completes initial funding rounds & progresses to
expansion phase, job numbers will escalate quickly.
• TYPE of jobs created more important. Compared to 100 hospitality jobs (avg. wage <$25,000), 100 tech jobs
(avg wage >$59,000) deliver greater economic value. Multiple studies revealed a strong relationship between
tech growth in a given year and non-tech growth the following year. Jobs RETAINED also important.
•
Who’s taking these jobs? QHTB growth has begun one of only concrete ways to reverse years of “brain
drain”, enabling hundreds of kama’aina to come back home.
10. TAX CUT: Act 221 Tax Credits are NOT government spending, but TARGETED TAX CUTS that allow Hawaii
taxpayers to invest their tax money into local tech companies.
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Act 221/215 - Investment Tax Credit
Tech Industry Comments
Tax Review Commission Meeting
October 25, 2006

INTENT OF THE ACT 221/215 INVESTMENT TAX CREDIT
What was the policy goal of this unprecedented landmark legislation?
To fully understand intent – economic/political history and prior Acts in series must be revisited.
Hawaii’s Economic Environment - Before 1999
ª 1990’s One of worst economic periods in Hawaii’s history – Decade of economic slump
ª Persian Gulf War ª Burst of Japan's "Bubble" economy ª Hurricane Iniki
ª Late 1990’s Height of Dot.Com Bubble – Little/No impact in Hawaii
ªDecade of Brain Drain worsened by exploding Dot.Com opportunities
ª Hawaii investors - risk-averse - Little/No interest in investing in high-risk local tech start-ups
ª Frustrated entrepreneurs – unable to get capital/cost of doing business – Left the state or failed

Act 178
1999

Act 297
2000

Technology Omnibus

New Economy

Act 221
2001
Tech Tax Amendments

Act 215
2004
Capital Investments

Act 178 (Enacted in 1999)
ª Dot.Com Bubble – Successes on mainland - little impact on Hawaii continued economic slump.
Policy makers recognized building local tech industry was best chance for long-term economic
diversification. The investment tax credit was initially set at 10%.
ÞPOLICY INTENT
Specific = Stimulate investments in Hawaii tech companies.
Long-term = Accelerate growth of Hawaii’s tech industry and diversify the economy.

Act 297 (Enacted in 2000)
ª Hawaii’s economy remained flat – during Peak of Dot.Com Bubble.
Current form of investment tax credit was attracting very little usage - policy makers determined
improvements were needed to improve its appeal to investors.
ÞPOLICY INTENT = Reinforce Act 178 goal to stimulate growth of local tech companies – by enabling
more tech companies to qualify as a “Qualified High Tech Business” (QHTB). Reduced Qualified Research
restrictions, added biotech sector, instructed Tax Dept. to “liberally construe” application of the credit.

Act 221 (Enacted in 2001)
ªAdding to Hawaii’s continued economic slump – Dot.Com Bust
Policy makers realized it was time to act – not just talk.
Hawaii’s tech competitiveness was so far behind other regions, that a viable role in the global technology
economy, required a powerful spark to ignite growth and set the momentum.
• But to stimulate investors to invest in Hawaii’s local start-ups, fundamentally required – a change in
mindset and behavior.
• This required something bold, compelling, and convincing – that would also set Hawaii apart.
• Dramatic enough to grab their attention and turn around their risk-averse attitudes and behavior.
Policy makers demonstrated great vision and courage, establishing the state’s competitiveness in the New
Economy with Act 221 – unparalleled 100% tax credit over 5 years to investors in Hawaii’s tech companies.
ÞPOLICY INTENT
• Generate immediate excitement and interest from investors to invest in Hawaii’s local tech companies
1 To give local companies a jumpstart on growth
• Bring immediate global recognition and visibility to the state
1 To improve Hawaii’s business and create a “tech friendly” image
1 To attract attention of tech companies and investors outside the state
ª ª ª ª ª ª ª
Þ Accelerating growth of Hawaii’s technology industry
1 To create high-paying jobs and an economic driver for diversification
•

Act 221 investment tax credit structure was patterned after the low-income housing credit, but without
annual caps and designed to remove perception of political interference. The disadvantage to removing
governmental control was the confidential nature of these credits. For performance measurements, this
was simple to overcome by capturing benchmark data but reporting it in aggregate form.

•

Since Act 221’s start in 2001, Hawaii’s investment culture and business environment has transformed
– Hawaii’s past risk-averse mindset has sprouted new angels and expanding angel networks, mainland
venture capital, more dealflow , new and offshore tech companies, and a concrete way of reversing the
state’s past “Brain Drain” enabling over a hundred plus kama’aina to come back home. Changing
mindset and behavior

•

The INTENT of Act 221 was to effect meaningful change in Hawaii’s economy.
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Act 221/215 - Investment Tax Credit
Tech Industry Comments
Tax Review Commission Meeting
October 25, 2006

INTENT OF THE ACT 221/215 INVESTMENT TAX CREDIT

Act 178
1999

Act 297
2000

Technology Omnibus

New Economy

Act 221
2001
Tech Tax Amendments

Act 215
2004
Capital Investments

Act 215 (Enacted in 2004)
Over the 2 ½ years since Act 221, many events contributed to what & why changes were made creating Act 215:
•

September 11, 2001

•

With increased access to capital provided by Act 221, local tech companies steadily expanded. As these
companies successfully completed their initial rounds of funding, their capital needs also grew. With the longterm intent of building a tech industry in Hawaii, it was clear that without access to venture capital, the positive
results of Act 221 would not be maximized. These expanding companies held the greatest potential and were at
their most critical growth stage – when the most jobs and revenues would be generated. Lawmakers recognized
that stimulating the development of local venture capital, would enable these growing tech companies to stay in
Hawaii and deliver the intended returns to the local economy of high-paying jobs and increased revenues.

•

There was a significant increase of investments in local tech companies. In 2 years, investments in Hawaii
QHTBs grew from less than $400,000 to over $145M.

•

The substantial increase in investments was a clear indication of the positive impact of the credit and directly met
legislative intent. Rather than acknowledging the long-term value of this growth realized in investments and
companies, the state administration focused on the potential and future costs of the credits. Preliminary data on
the number of credits were often misleading and heightened media and public’s concerns.

•

Changing data and unsubstantiated comments from the administration and others about misuses of the credit
perpetuated and intensified media-driven controversy surrounding Act 221.

•

The controversies surrounding Act 221 created enough uncertainty for investors adversely affecting their
attitudes and interest in investing in QHTBs. Investors grew increasingly uneasy about the credit’s stability and
were disinclined to participate in Act 221 deals. Tax Dept. data for 2003 reflects this negative effect showing a
notable decrease of $13.38M in investments in 2003. 2004 data is not available. The controversy itself negatively
affected the incentive’s success, ultimately undermining the incentive’s long-term potential.

•

The inclusion of “performing arts” under the definition of Qualified Research created an unintended
consequence. The original intent underlying the inclusion was based on a number of factors such as the
unquestionable global convergence of information technology with media/entertainment. The potential for this
industry in Hawaii was valid and real with the rapid growth of companies like SquareUSA and the incredible rise
of computer-generated gaming and entertainment products . The controversy reached its peak with the
administration’s disclosure of 3 movie productions that obtained Act 221 investment tax credits. It is interesting
to note that although these productions generated sizable total credits, the anticipated number of credits they
will actually claim is less than 50% of the total credits as the nature of this industry is transient. After about a
year generating 35% of claimed credits, these productions will disband, triggering the recapture provision.

•

It became quickly clear that the Department of Tax needed additional expertise to adequately evaluate the
complexities of the diverse technology sectors involved and additional resources to administer the credit on a
timely basis. A significant point to acknowledge is that Act 221 did not allocate any additional funds to the Tax
Dept. when enacted. On top of all the Tax Dept.’s regular mandates, in hindsight, it was an unrealistic
expectation to require effective implementation of a new and complicated credit with rapidly growing utilization
without providing additional resources.

•

With the controversies surrounding Act 221 and the unreliable and frequently changing data, lawmakers felt an
increasing need to set up a process for data collection. Because of the confidential nature of the data, the Tax
Dept. was the only suitable department to be responsible for this data.

INTENT = Given these events, lawmakers passed Act 215 with goal to balance need to address controversies to some
degree while sustaining the INTENT of Act 221. Lawmakers agreed on need to address the funding gap – and
enacted SPIF, but delayed it’s implementation. Numbers of tech companies were growing and successes Hoku
Scientific, Blue Lava, and STI, reinforced the need to maintain the momentum. Because the intense controversies of
the last 2 years undermined its true effectiveness, additional time was needed to truly support the intent.
Amendments to investment tax credit:
•
Extended sunset date 5 years to 2010
•
Added Certification process (credits pre-certified prior to filing actual claim & detailed data is collected)
•
Added ability to collect administration fees for rulings/certifications
•
No changes to definition of QHTB
•
Changes to Qualified Research Definition
o New Computer Software
o Application of doctrines of economic substance and business purpose to credit allocation ratio*
≤1.5 Presumption met; >1.5 to 2 Dept. review; >2 Substantiation required
•
Deletion “liberally construed” - replaced with “construed in a manner consistent with the intent of the Act”

EVALUATING EFFECTIVENESS OF ACT 221/215
• Even with improvements made in latest version, Act 221/215 INTENT remains the same- to effect meaningful
•

change in Hawaii’s economy. Incredible progress has been made and signs of growth continue to build.
Policy goals provide the framework from which BOTH qualitative and quantitative data should be
evaluated upon. Some questions to consider:

1. Has Act 221 changed investor behavior? Are they investing in QHTBs? Impact other types of investments? Is
number of investors growing? Has it changed investment/business community?
2. Has Act 221 accelerated growth of local tech companies? What is impact on developing Hawaii’s tech industry?
3. What is impact of Act 221 on Hawaii’s economy? Impact on other local industries? Impact on education, other
state priorities? Is Hawaii competitive? Improved business image? Greater visibility?
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ACT 221 INVESTMENT TAX CREDIT
RELEASE THE SAME AGGREGATE DATA - TO EVERYONE – AT SAME TIME – AT PRE-SET TIMES
The issue of the lack of data is something everyone agrees on. But an important distinction must be made.
THE DATA EXIST AND HAS BEEN COLLECTED BY THE DEPARTMENT OF TAXATION.
The central issue is the RELEASE OF THE DATA, WHICH HAS ALREADY BEEN COLLECTED.
No accurate analysis can be done without this data.
1. TECH INDUSTRY ALSO WANTS DATA & ANALYSIS: Industry has always maintained the need for
data and monitoring. Data should be collected and tracked, but measurements of effectiveness should
not be done prematurely. Countless requests have been made asking for AGGREGATE data broken
down by tech category. Confidentiality should be respected regarding NAMES of INVESTORS - as
disclosing investors names will adversely affect their interest in investing in local tech companies.
Disclosing NAMES of QHTBs can be provided – but any other confidential info about the companies
(such as revenues, costs, jobs) should be disclosed in AGGREGATE form. Rather than stimulating
investments, identifying investor names or disclosing individual company data directly contradict
intended policy goal - deterring investors and causing competitive disadvantages for the very companies
we are trying to grow. Releasing AGGREGATE investor data and AGGREGATE QHTB data provide
more than adequate benchmarks, yet maintain the confidentiality required and fulfill the policy
objective intended.
2. PRIMARY SOURCE OF DATA: The Tax Dept. is the SINGLE, LOGICAL source of primary data. No
one else can get access to complete and accurate investor and QHTB data – mandated and submitted
under penalty of perjury. DATA ON JOB CREATION, has also been collected by the Tax Dept – and
represents the most accurate data because it ONLY COUNTS the jobs of QHTBs. Secondary sources of
job data are important for comparisons, but less reliable because they cannot separate QHTB from other
Non-Act 221tech jobs or non-tech sectors jobs.
3. PRIMARY DATA EXISTS AND HAS ALREADY BEEN COLLECTED BY THE TAX DEPT
The Tax Dept. has already collected detailed data on both QHTBs & Investors from forms required and
filed with the Tax Department under penalty of perjury and at considerable costs to investors and
QHTB’s. Forms include Comfort Ruling Requests, N-317, A-9A, N-318, and N-318A. List of exact data
elements are attached.
4. RELEASE THE SAME AGGREGATE DATA TO EVERYONE – AT SAME TIME – AT PRE-SET TIMES
Data released to date has been piecemeal and very inconsistent with respect to presentation, metrics
measured and identified. Most importantly, data released by the Tax Dept. to date has often
CONTRADICTED its prior releases of the SAME data. This has caused enormous confusion and
misleading headlines. (Example: – data reported by the Honolulu Advertiser on 10/24/06 does not
match Tax Department data reported in the Tax Review Commission Bird/Sakai draft study.)
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The Tax Dept. should release standardized, aggregate data to all interested parties - at the same time –
and at predictable, agreed-upon times. Limited resources should be sufficiently addressed by the new
filing fees imposed by the Department of Taxation on Act 221/215 related filings.
The Tax Dept. has already collected much PRIMARY SOURCE data. Below are the forms and types of key
data (much more is actually collected) that are already reported to the Tax Dept. and are required by
investors and QHTBs utilizing the Act 221/215 Investment Tax Credit.
Copies of forms are available at: http://www.hawaii.gov/tax/a2_b2_6hi_tech.htm

DATA ALREADY COLLECTED FROM QHTBs BY TAX DEPT.
•

•

•

•

N-317 (Required each calendar year)
o Company Name
o Inception Date
o QHTB Category of Company (from QHTB defined list)
o Number of Jobs since inception
o Number of new jobs created during the submitting year
o Total salaries paid in submitting year
o Number of employees paid in submitting year
o Other tax incentives claimed or expected to be claimed
o Total amount of investments received in submitting year
o Name/address/ssn of each investor
o Amount/date/description of investment
o What investor received in return for investment
REQUEST FOR A HIGH TECH COMFORT RULING (Not required but submitted by nearly all
QHTBs)
o Name/address/Identification Numbers
o Description of qualified research activities
o Substantiation to fulfill Activities Test (>50% Qualified Research and >75% of QR in Hawaii
o > 75% of Company’s gross income will be derived from Qualified Research
Form A-9A, “Is a Company a "Qualified High Technology Business" (QHTB) for Hawaii Income Tax
Incentives?” (Question #1 from REQUEST FOR RULING)
o QHTB Category of Company (from QHTB defined list)
o % of company’s activities that is “Qualified Research”
Exhibit A from Draft of the desired ruling or determination (Item #5 from REQUEST FOR RULING)
o JOBS
 The number and type of the jobs created by the Company;
 Permanent or temporary nature of jobs created
 Total salaries and wages (by job classification)
o EXPENDITURES
 costs expected to be incurred
 Description of Company’s long-term business plans in Hawaii and elsewhere and benefits
provided to Hawaii;
 Other Tax incentives expected to claim
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o INVESTMENTS
 Total amount of investments expected from investors in first 12 months
 List of information about each investor:
• Name, address, SSN/FEIN of each investor
• Amount, date of investment
• Description of investment
• What investor received in return for investment

DATA ALREADY COLLECTED FROM INVESTORS BY TAX DEPT.
•

•

N-318 (Required each calendar year)
o Name/SSN of Investor claiming credits
o CREDITS
 Name of QHTB & Dates of investments
 Amounts of investments in each QHTB
 Total amount of credits generated by investments made in submitting year
 Amount of share if part of partnership
 Amount of unused credits carried over from prior years
 Total amount of credits claimable for submitting year
o TAX LIABILITY
 Amount/Type of liability
 Other credits being claimed
 Income Tax Liability
o RECAPTURE DATA
 Name/FEIN of QHTB
 Amount of recapture
N-318A (Required each calendar year unless QHTB certificate received)
o Name/contact info of investor claiming credits
o Name/ssn of QHTB
o Amount of investment
o Ratio of credit over amount invested (if more than proportionate share)
o Amount of credit to be claimed over 5 year period
o Name/FEIN of partnership (if applicable)
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Robert J. Robinson

Reflections of Hawaii’s 1st Formal
Angel Network on
Act 221/215

Hawaii Angels
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•

•
•

•

•
•
•
•

TRC 10/25/2006

Launched February 2002 by Rob Robinson.
100 paid members on Oahu, Big Island and Maui.
12-person executive team, extensive screening.
Approx. 1,000 deals screened since inception: 500
reviewed by executive committee, 150 presentations to
full group, 34 companies received funding.
Largely QHTB companies.
 Includes Hoku Scientific, Hawaii Biotech, Hoana
Medical, Hawaii SuperFerry, ClearFuels.
Approx. $15M invested to date, $12M in QHTBs.
2 IPOs: Hoku Scientific (NASDAQ: HOKU) –Approx. 9095% ROI, Napo Pharma (LSE: NAPL), 7/06.
All companies operational.

Hawaii Angels

2

TRC 10/25/2006

• Hawaii Angels investment and deal-sourcing
process proven and well-suited to Hawaii’s
startup scene.

• Act 221/215 provides downside protection for
investors who have traditionally put their money
elsewhere.
• Hawaii Angels experience can probably be multiplied
10x for non-members.
• Absurd to frame this as “cost” to state: this is in fact
the question.
• Many entrepreneurs will be happy to testify that they
could not have started their companies without 215.

Hawaii Angels

3
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Attachment 11
DATE: October 25, 2006
TO:

Mr. Isaac Choy
Chair, Tax Review Commission

FROM: Bill Spencer,
President, Hawaii Venture Capital Association

The Hawaii Venture Capital Association, founded in 1988, is one of Hawaii’s oldest economic
development organizations devoted to entrepreneurship and venture capital formation. We
recognize the value of a careful review of policy initiatives that involve tax payer dollars. We
believe that it is too soon in the life of Act 221/215 to attempt to analyze the cost/benefit effect of
this program. Available data simply will not reflect the program’s intended benefits. The
companies that have been seeded in the last six years thanks to Act 221/215 are reaching a
critical stage in their growth that will continue to require significant funding in order to achieve
their potential for job creation and economic diversification. The investors in these companies
must be allowed to continue to make investments without the threat of fundamental changes in
the rules governing the program.
The Department of Taxation has all of the data necessary to do a thorough analysis of
the facts of Act 221/215. However, it has never been given the mandate or resources to
undertake such an analysis much less a true costs and benefits. We believe that this
mandate must be forthcoming so that the department can publish data that can be used
in order to decide whether the program should be continued beyond the sunset date on
December 31, 2010. Any preliminary analysis would surely be premature given the
length of time it takes for a start-up company to reach its full potential. In the meantime,
we can confirm that Act 221/215 has created an environment in Hawaii that:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Stimulates companies in sectors where Hawaii has particular strategic
competitive advantage, such as the ocean, earth and life sciences
develops companies that can export goods and services and help correct
Hawaii’s massive trade imbalance
creates companies that can compete in the global marketplace
creates more living wage jobs
gives students opportunities beyond tourism service industry
fosters a culture of entrepreneurship
creates access to capital in Hawaii’s rural and economically depressed areas
rewards innovation and stimulates invention
helps attract experienced business people, scientist and engineers to Hawaii
attracts capital to Hawaii
improves adult education and training opportunities
enhances private sector research and development initiatives
stimulates commercialization of research at our institutions of hiring learning

I do not believe any of the tax incentives passed by the legislature, that you elected not
to review, have made this kind of contribution to Hawaii’s business climate.
Mahalo for your consideration.

Venture Capital Industry
Overview
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More than ½ of Dollars Go To Later Rounds

100%

% of Dollars Invested

t2001-2004 Total VC - $100.2
Billion in 10,168 companies
tInvestments in Hawaii - $185
Million in 200 companies
tTwo tenths of one-percent of the
total venture capital investment

Hawaii vs. Mainland

tstimulates companies in sectors
where Hawaii has strategic
competitive advantage
tdevelops companies that can export
goods and services to correct
Hawaii’s massive trade imbalance
tcreates companies that can compete
in the global marketplace
tcreates more living wage jobs

Impact on Hawaii

tgives students opportunities beyond
tourism service industry
tfosters a culture of entrepreneurship
tprovides capital to Hawaii’s rural and
economically depressed areas
trewards innovation and stimulates
invention

Impact on Hawaii

tattracts experienced business
people, scientist and engineers
tattracts outside capital into Hawaii
timproves adult education and
training opportunities
tenhances private sector R&D
tprompts commercialization of R&D

Impact on Hawaii
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Attachment 15
"Henry Ting"
<hting@nbt168.com>
10/13/2006 06:24 AM

To <donald.j.rousslang@hawaii.gov>
cc
bcc
Subject Hawaii High Tech Tax Incentives (Act 221/215)

History:

This message has been replied to and forwarded.

Dear Sir:
I have a successful software company in Silicon Valley, California. In 2002 I
was
attracted by the potentials presented in Hawaii's Act 221 incentives, and
established
a software company on Maui. Subsequently however I realized that Maui does
not have
nearly the adequate infrastructure and talent pool to staff this new venture.
To
make matters worse, Maui does not have the high tech education environment
(e.g. the
lack of a fully accredited UH-Maui campus) to produce qualified software
engineers
that we need, and in an island geography, it is impractical to recruit from
Oahu.
Therefore, my Hawaiian venture failed to launch, and did not benefit from Act
221.
It is my observation that the companies that have benefitted from Act 221 are
some of
the largest companies, defense contractors, and film production companies that
have
many other established offices elsewhere in the country. Again, my not so
in-depth
observation did not suggest to me that these incentives have significantly
help the
State of Hawaii (and Maui specifically) making any inroad in the incubation of
a
viable high tech economy. Rather, in my humble opinion, these high tech
incentives
have been compared to tax breaks to the rich.
Perhaps tax incentives and public sector funds are better invested in high
tech
education that will in time create a indigenous talent pool. It is not easy
to
re-create a high tech environment such as Silicon Valley in California (where
no
incentives were needed or offered, and yet everybody wanted to be there) or
Research Triangle Park in North Carolina, and elsewhere. A robust higher
education
environment seems to be a common anchor that is a necessary ingredient.
Sincerely,
Henry Ting, President
NBT 168 Technik, LLC

Attachment 16
"Steve Perkins"
<steve@medb.org>
10/19/2006 02:47 PM

To <donald.j.rousslang@hawaii.gov>
cc
bcc
Subject Act 221/215 Written Testimony Attached

History:

This message has been forwarded.

Dear Mr. Rousslang,
Please see the attached written testimony for the consideration of the Tax Review Commission.
Thank you for your assistance. Please contact me if you have any questions.
Sincerely,

Steve Perkins
Program Director
Maui Economic Development Board, Inc.
1305 North Holopono Street, Suite 1
Kihei, Maui, Hawaii 96753
PH: 808-875-2432
FAX: 808-879-0011
www.hightechmaui.com
www.medb.org

Attachment 17
"David B. Fisher"
<dfisher@maui.com>
10/20/2006 03:07 PM
Please respond to
dfisher@maui.com
History:

To donald.j.rousslang@hawaii.gov
cc Darryl Mleynek <darryl.mleynek@hawaii-sbdc.org>,
steve@medb.org
bcc
Subject Testimony on Act 221/215 for Tax Review Commission

This message has been replied to and forwarded.

Please accept the attached comments on Act 221/215 and note that they are not the official view
of the Hawaii SBDC Network or its sponsors. They are in response to a request to provide
testimony by Steve Perkins of the Maui Economic Development Board, Inc.
Aloha
David B. Fisher, MBA
Maui, Hawaii

David B. Fisher
Maui Center Director
Hawaii Small Business Development Center Network
590 Lipoa Parkway, Suite 130
Maui Research & Tech Park
Kihei, HI 96753
808-875-2402 voice
808-875-2406 fax
http://CoolProjectsMaui.com - DF blog and podcast
http://MauiEnterpriseForum.Net - Maui and DF info
http://www.hawaii-sbdc.org - statewide program website

I am using SpamArrest spam filter.

David B. Fisher
PO Box 792138
Paia, HI 96779
http://MauiEnterpriseForum.net
October 20, 2006
Mr. Isaac Choy
Chair, State of Hawaii Tax Review Commission
P.O. Box 259
Honolulu, Hawaii 96809
Re: Act 221/215 High Technology Tax Incentives
I have read in the newspapers about the claims that Act 221/215 has resulted in a
net loss of jobs and have been told of this opportunity to provide testimony by
colleagues at the Maui Economic Development Board.
As the Center Director and primary service provider for the Hawaii SBDC Network on
Maui for the last 16 years (and with nine years similar experience in New York City) I
work in the trenches with entrepreneurs helping them develop their business plans
and financial strategies.
In the Fall of 2002, Cielo Molina in the Maui Office of the State Tax Dept. asked me
to participate in a statewide video conference with others in the Tax Department
where I shared my very positive experience with Act 221 as well as articulated the
unique role of the Tax Department in collecting information to evaluate the program.
In general the Tax Department, although understaffed, has been very supportive and
always interested in how to do better. This includes current Tax Director Kurt
Kawafuchi who has made a special effort to meet with QHTB users on Maui every
year since the fall of 2004.
I have helped six small start-up companies on Maui obtain QHTB comfort letters and
have helped many others considering applying and taking advantage of the
incentives. To date these companies have raised over $1.5 million and represent
about 23 new jobs although some of these are independent contractors. Two of
these companies are currently in serious negotiation for financing adding up to over
$10 million in investment, hopefully before the end of the year.
With the beginning of public criticism of Act 221 in January of 2003, investment in
QHTB’s, as seen by my office, declined primarily because investors and their
accountants were worried about being potentially involved in what was being
portrayed as questionable activity.
One of my strongest QHTB companies, a non-fossil fuel energy company that was
founded on Maui, decided based upon the response of their accountant as to their
use of the R&D credits in 2004 to move in 2005, their research and development
operations with over half a million dollars in annual budgets, to Oregon where the
State Government was much more welcoming. We are currently working to get
some of this company’s R&D operations back and believe they may make use of the
investment tax credits for to raise money for an expansion in Hawaii.

Fortunately, the State Legislature extended Act 221 with Act 215 in the summer of
2004 and almost two years later, almost four years after the initial negative press on
Act 221, we may be back on track, although after the latest press generated by the
Tax Review Commission, maybe not.
I strongly encourage you to consider the effects of your studies and resulting
communications with the public. There are some simple steps that you can take:
1) Talk in person to the people using Act 221/215 – the companies, investors,
professional service providers, and most of all the Tax Department. Do not
exclusively rely on secondary, frequently inaccurate econometric models –
when the real data is readily at hand. Paper and phone surveys are not
likely to be accurate gathering this kind of data—the numbers of companies
are small enough, make the effort to get the information.
2) Include proponents and users of Act 221/215 as well as critics of Act 221/215
in the development of the questions, the collection of the data, the analysis of
the data, and the presentation of the results.
a. One critical question to ask is “how many independent contractors
have you hired?” Many of my QHTB clients hire specialist consultants,
engineers, and even university professors—all of whom are necessary
to move to a diversified economy.
b. You might also look at the effect of the post 9/11 “War on Terrorism”
construction boom and real estate market and its effects of investor
decisions.
c. And of course, you should also look at the effects of negative press,
cuts in technical assistance and educational programs since 2003
(examples include the Hawaii SBDC Network and MEDB on Maui) on
planning and investment in QHTB’s.
3) Take utmost care in presenting the results, focusing on facts. Be sensitive
to how the information is going to be used by investors and their advisors not
used to investing in knowledge businesses. Unless you have proof and have
people under indictment do not use words like “fraud”, “scam”, etc.
Mahalo for this opportunity to provide input.
David B. Fisher, MBA*
Maui Center Director
Hawaii SBDC Network (Maui)**
* Also the U.S. Small Business Administration’s Financial Services Champion for the
State of Hawaii 2006, and successful nominator of Jeff Au of PacifiCap in 2005, and
Ray Kamikawa, former Tax Director, in 2002 for the same award.
**Note these are not the official views of the Hawaii SBDC Network
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"Scott Weeker"
<sweeker@ambient-micro.co
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Please respond to
<sweeker@ambient-micro.com
>
History:

To <donald.j.rousslang@hawaii.gov>
cc
bcc
Subject ATTN Chairman Isaac Choy-Tax Review Commission

This message has been replied to and forwarded.

Maui Research & Technology Center | Suite 127, 590 Lipoa Parkway, Kihei, Hawaii 96753
tel 866.561.4823 | cell 808.250.7061 | fax 866.728.9726 | email info@ambient-micro.com

October 21, 2006
Mr. Isaac Choy
Chairman, State of Hawaii Tax Review Commission
P.O. Box 259
Honolulu, Hawaii 96809.
RE: Positive Impacts of High Technology Tax Credit Program
Aloha Chairman Choy,
I would like to add my support for the continuance of Hawaii’s High Technology Tax
credit program. I believe that it provides a very positive impact on investment and long
term job growth. I also believe that this positive impact is only now beginning to reach
fruition due to the uncertainty over the program’s future among Hawaii and Mainland
investors during the 2004/2005 controversy that led to the adoption of Act 215. That
controversy had a very real “chilling effect” on both local companies and investors that
is just now being overcome.
The tax credit program has been a direct benefit to our small company is that it provides
a path to near term Angel Funding and longer term investment capital needed to reach
economic sustainability. The State’s HTDC and HTDV programs have been extremely
helpful in stimulating the early development of Hawaii’s small high technology
businesses-but these programs can not provide the access to the capital required for
the successful commercialization of new technologies. Only the access to capital
represented by the tax credit program can offer the potential for the longer term funding
needed to be able to recruit and retain qualified staff.
Another positive benefit is the refundable tax credit program that provides small
companies like ours with the critical ‘bridge” funding that can help us continue

operations while seeking government development contracts and/or commercial sales.
Though a “lag time” between investment and job growth should be expected, I sincerely
feel that when accurate data is available, it will show that the Hawaii high technology tax
programs have had, and will continue to have, a significant positive impact in building
“living wage” jobs here in Hawaii.
Thank you for your consideration.
Aloha,
Scott A. Weeker
President/CEO
Ambient Micro, LLC

Scott A. Weeker
President/CEO
Ambient Micro
Maui Research & Technology Center
590 Lipoa Parkway, Suite 127
Kihei, HI 96753
Office: (866) 561-4823 Cell: (808) 250-7061
Fax: (866) 728-9726

